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Abstract

We establish a general framework for reasoning about the relationship between call-
by-value and call-by-name.

In languages with side-e�ects, call-by-value and call-by-name executions of programs
often have di�erent, but related, observable behaviours. For example, if a program might
diverge but otherwise has no side-e�ects, then whenever it terminates under call-by-value,
it terminates with the same result under call-by-name. We propose a technique for stating
and proving these properties. The key ingredient is Levy’s call-by-push-value calculus,
which we use as a framework for reasoning about evaluation orders. We construct maps
between the call-by-value and call-by-name interpretations of types. We then identify
properties of side-e�ects that imply these maps form a Galois connection. This gives rise
to a general reasoning principle that relates call-by-value and call-by-name. We apply the
reasoning principle to example side-e�ects including divergence and nondeterminism.

1 Introduction
Suppose that we have a program that can be evaluated using either call-by-value or call-by-
name. If the language has side-e�ects then these two evaluation orders will give rise to di�erent
observable behaviours. For speci�c side-e�ects, we can often say something about how we
expect them to di�er:

• If there are no side-e�ects at all (in particular, all programs are strongly normalizing),
the choice of call-by-value or call-by-name does not a�ect the behaviour of the program.

• If there are diverging terms (for instance, via recursion), then the behaviours may di�er:
a program might diverge under call-by-value and return a result under call-by-name. But
if the program terminates with some result under call-by-value, then it terminates with
the same result under call-by-name.

• If nondeterminism is the only side-e�ect, every possible result of a call-by-value execution
is a possible result of a call-by-name execution, but the reverse is not true.

These properties are intuitively obvious, and can be proved for speci�c examples by reasoning
at the meta-level. We develop a general technique for proving these properties.

We use a language (Levy’s call-by-push-value [2]) that captures both call-by-value and
call-by-name. Levy describes how to translate open source-language expressions 4 into CBPV
terms L4 Mv and L4 Mn, which respectively correspond to call-by-value and call-by-name. We
study the relationship between the behaviour of L4 Mv and the behaviour of L4 Mn in program
contexts.
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Γ `" : �
Γ ` thunk" : U�

Γ ` + : U�
Γ ` force+ : �

Γ ` + : �
Γ ` return+ : F�

Γ `" : F� Γ, G : � ` # : �
Γ `" to G . # : �

Figure 1: Some of the CBPV typing rules

The main di�culty in doing this is that L4 Mv and L4 Mn have di�erent types (and hence we
cannot consider whether they are e.g. contextually equivalent). The call-by-value and call-by-
name translations have two di�erent interpretations of source-language types. Our solution is
inspired by work relating direct and continuation interpretations of languages [6]: we construct
maps between the call-by-value and call-by-name interpretations, and then compose these
with the translations of expressions to arrive at two terms that can be compared directly. We
show that, under certain conditions, the maps between call-by-value and call-by-name form a
Galois connection. This gives rise to a general reasoning principle that allows us to compare
call-by-value and call-by-name evaluation. We apply this reasoning principle to examples by
choosing 4 to mirror the properties described informally above.

Rather than considering some �xed collection of side-e�ects, we work abstractly and
identify properties of side-e�ects that enable us to relate call-by-value and call-by-name. We
work with adjunction models for CBPV [3]; there are well-known models for various side-e�ects.
Crucially, we use an order-enriched notion of adjunction model. In these models denotations
are ordered; this is necessary for our examples because of the asymmetry in the properties
above.

We believe it might be possible to use the technique we describe here be used to study the
relationship between other evaluation orders by deriving similar reasoning principles. Relating
call-by-value and call-by-name is just one example.

2 Call-by-push-value, call-by-value and call-by-name
Levy [2, 4] introduced call-by-push-value (CBPV) as a language that captures both call-by-value
and call-by-name. We reason about the relationship between call-by-value and call-by-name
evaluation inside CBPV. Here we provide a brief overview of CBPV and the call-by-value and
call-by-name translations (omitting many details).

The syntax of CBPV terms is strati�ed into two kinds: values + ,, do not reduce, computa-
tions ", # might reduce (possibly with side-e�ects). The syntax of types is similarly strati�ed
into value types �, � and computation types �, � .

�, � F U� | . . .
�, � F �→ � | F� | . . .
+ ,, F thunk" | . . .
", # F force+ | _G :�." | + ‘" | return+ | " to G . # | . . .

Value types include thunk types U� , which contain suspended computations of type� . Compu-
tation types include function types (where functions send values to computations), and returner
types F�. The latter contains computations that return elements of the value type �; these
computations may have side-e�ects. Thunks are introduced using thunk and eliminated using
force. Function application is written + ‘" , where + is the argument and " is the function
to apply. The introduction form for returner types is return+ , which is a computation that
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types g ↦→ value types Lg Mv

bool ↦→ bool
g → g′ ↦→ U (Lg Mv → FLg′Mv)

typing contexts Γ ↦→ typing contexts LΓMv

� ↦→ �
Γ, G : g ↦→ LΓMv, G : Lg Mv

expressions Γ ` 4 : g ↦→ computations LΓMv ` L4 Mv : FLg Mv

(a) Call-by-value translation L−Mv

types g ↦→ computation types Lg Mn

bool ↦→ F bool
g → g′ ↦→ (ULg Mn) → Lg′Mn

typing contexts Γ ↦→ typing contexts LΓMn

� ↦→ �
Γ, G : g ↦→ LΓMn, G : ULg Mn

expressions Γ ` 4 : g ↦→ computations LΓMn ` L4 Mn : Lg Mn

(b) Call-by-name translation L−Mn

Figure 2: Translations from the source language into the call-by-push-value calculus

immediately returns the value + (with no side-e�ects). The eliminator for returner types is the
computation " to G . # . This �rst evaluates " (which is required to have returner type), and
then evaluates # with G bound to the result of " . (It is similar to M >>= \x -> N in Haskell.)
Figure 1 gives some of the typing rules for these constructs.

The evaluation order in CBPV is �xed for each program. The only primitive that causes the
evaluation of two separate computations is to, which implements eager sequencing. Thunks
give us more control over the evaluation order: they can be arbitrarily duplicated and discarded,
and can be forced in any order chosen by the program. This is how CBPV captures both
call-by-value and call-by-name.

A CBPV program is a closed computation " : F� , where � is a ground type, meaning a
value type that does not contain thunks (e.g. unit or bool). The reasoning principle we give for
call-by-value and call-by-name relates open terms in program contexts. A program relation
consists of a preorder 4 on closed computations of type F� for each ground type � . For
example, we could use

" 4 "′ i� ∀+ :�. (" ⇓ return+ ) ⇒ ("′ ⇓ return+ )

where " ⇓ ) is big-step evaluation of computations. (We do not choose a speci�c 4 at this
point to keep the discussion general.) Given any program relation 4, we de�ne a contextual
preorder " 4ctx "

′ on arbitrary well-typed computations in the usual way: " 4ctx "′ holds if
C["] 4 C["′] for all suitably-typed contexts C[].

We use CBPV because it captures both call-by-value and call-by-name evaluation. Levy [2]
gives two compositional translations from a source language into CBPV: one for call-by-value
and one for call-by-name. Our goal is to reason about the relationship between these two
translations.

Figure 2 gives excerpts of the two translations from the source language to CBPV. For
call-by-value, each source language type g maps to a CBPV value type Lg Mv that contains
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the results of call-by-value computations. For call-by-name, g is translated to a computation
type Lg Mn, which contains the computations themselves. Functions under the call-by-value
translation accept values of type Lg Mv as arguments, hence the argument must be evaluated
before passing it to the function. Under the call-by-name translation, functions accept thunks of
computations as arguments. Arguments are not evaluated before passing them to call-by-name
functions. Source-language expressions 4 are mapped to CBPV computations L4 Mv and L4 Mn.

2.1 Order-enriched models of CBPV

To capture non-symmetric program relations 4, we need to use models of CBPV that order
denotations. Hence we work with a Poset-enriched version of Levy’s adjunction models of
CBPV [3].

We omit most of the details, but note that the core of the de�nition of adjunction model
involves two Poset-categories (categories in which each hom-set is partially ordered by a
speci�ed relation v and composition is monotone). These are the value category C, which
contains the interpretation of each value type, and the computation category D, which contains
the interpretation of each computation type. Models also contain functors � : C → D (to
interpret returner types F�) and * : D → C (to interpret thunk types U�). As the name
suggests, we require these to form an adjunction � a * (which allows us to interpret return+
and " to G . # ). We give three examples (one for each of the bullet points in the introduction).

Example 1 For a language with no side-e�ects, we can take C = D = Set (with v the discrete
order) and � = * = IdSet. J

Example 2 To interpret �xed-points, we use the category of lcpos and continuous functions
for C, and the category of pointed lcpos and strict continuous functions for D. In both cases
morphisms are ordered pointwise. The functor � sends each lcpo - to the free pointed lcpo
-⊥ on - , and* is the forgetful functor. J

Example 3 For �nitary nondeterminism, we use the category of posets and monotone func-
tions for C, and the category of bounded join-semilattices and join-preserving monotone
functions for D. Again morphisms are ordered pointwise, and the adjunction � a * is
free/forgetful. J

Given an adjunction model, we interpret value types� as objects È�É ∈ C and computation
types as objects È�É ∈ D, by de�ning in particular ÈF�É = �È�É and ÈU�É = * È�É.
Typing contexts Γ are interpreted as objects ÈΓÉ ∈ C. Value terms Γ ` + : � are then
interpreted as morphisms È+É : ÈΓÉ → È�É, and computation terms Γ `" : � as morphisms
È"É : ÈΓÉ → * È�É (these are both in C).

The reasoning principle we derive proves instances of contextual preorders; for this we
need a adequate model.

De�nition 4 A model of CBPV is adequate (with respect to a program relation 4) if for all
computations Γ `" : � and Γ `"′ : � we have

È"É v È"′É ⇒ " 4ctx "
′

J

Adequacy holds for the example models above.
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Φg" B " to G . Φ̂gG

Φ̂bool+ B return+

Φ̂g→g ′+ B _G :ULg Mn.Ψg (forceG) to I. I‘force+ to I′. Φ̂g ′I′

Ψbool# B #

Ψg→g ′# B return thunk _G :Lg Mv.Ψg ′
(
(thunk (Φ̂gG)) ‘#

)
Figure 3: Maps Φ from call-by-value to call-by-name and Ψ from call-by-name to call-by-value

3 Galois connection between call-by-value and
call-by-name

We now return to our main contribution: relating call-by-value and call-by-name. The main
di�culty is that the two translations of expressions have di�erent types:

LΓMv ` L4 Mv : FLg Mv LΓMn ` L4 Mn : Lg Mn

We cannot ask whether L4 Mv and L4 Mn are related by the contextual preorder, because it only
relates terms of the same type. It does not make sense to replace L4 Mv with L4 Mn inside a CBPV
program, because the result would not be well-typed.

A similar problem arises when comparing two di�erent denotational semantics of the same
language. When comparing direct and continuation semantics of the lambda calculus, Reynolds
[6], solves this problem by de�ning maps between the two semantics, so that a denotation in
the direct semantics can be viewed as a denotation in the continuation semantics and vice versa.
We use a similar idea here. Speci�cally, we de�ne maps Φ from call-by-value computations to
call-by-name computations, and Ψ from call-by-name to call-by-value:

Γ `" : FLg Mv ↦→ Γ ` Φg" : Lg Mn Γ ` # : Lg Mn ↦→ Γ ` Ψg# : FLg Mv

Then instead of replacing L4 Mv with L4 Mn directly, we use Φ and Ψ to convert L4 Mn to a compu-
tation of the correct type (de�ned formally in Section 4):

LΓMv −→ LΓMn
L4 Mn
−−−→ Lg Mn −→ FLg Mv

This behaves like a call-by-name computation, but has a call-by-value type. The maps Φg and
Ψg are de�ned by induction on g (example cases are given in Figure 3).

It is not enough to have just any maps between call-by-value and call-by-name. To derive
our reasoning principle we use the fact that, in any model of CBPV that satis�es certain
conditions, the interpretations of Φg and Ψg form a Galois connection [5] for each g .

The interpretations of Φg and Ψg are morphisms qg : �ÈgÉv → ÈgÉn in the computation
category D andkg : * ÈgÉn → * (�ÈgÉv) in the value category C. (We write È−Év for ÈL−MvÉ,
and similarly for call-by-name.) These satisfy ÈΦg"É = *qg ◦ È"É and ÈΨg#É = kg ◦ È#É.
Using composition, qg andkg induce monotone functions between posets of morphisms:

*qg ◦ − : C(-,* (�ÈgÉv)) → C(-,* ÈgÉn) kg ◦ − : C(-,* ÈgÉn) → C(-,* (�ÈgÉv))

Our goal is to show that these functions form a Galois connection for each g , i.e. that

*qg ◦kg v id* ÈgÉn id*�ÈgÉv v kg ◦*qg
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By looking at these inequalities in the syntax, we see that they do not hold in general.
Consider what happens when a function is converted from call-by-value to call-by-name and
back: the computation Ψg→g ′ (Φg→g ′") is pure (has no side-e�ects), even if " has side-e�ects.
The round-trip between the two evaluation orders thunks the side-e�ects of " , so that they do
not occur until the function is applied.

Based on this observation, we restrict our attention to models in which morphisms are
(lax) thunkable. This property was �rst de�ned in a symmetric setting by Führmann [1]. It is
where we need to be careful about the side-e�ects: morphisms are only thunkable in certain
cases (they are for each our examples, but not e.g. for mutable state). We give three related
de�nitions of thunkable: for computation terms, for morphisms, and for the model itself.

De�nition 5 A computation Γ `" : F� is (lax) thunkable if

" to G . return thunk returnG 4ctx return thunk"

A morphism 5 : - → *�. in C is (lax) thunkable if*�[. ◦ 5 v [*�. ◦ 5 (where [ is the unit
of the adjunction � a * ). A model of CBPV is (lax) thunkable if*�[/ v [*�/ for all / ∈ C.J

The three de�nitions are related as follows: a model is thunkable if and only if all morphisms
are thunkable, and for adequate models a computation " is thunkable if the morphism È"É is.
Thunkable is a strong property (though still weaker than the symmetric version considered
by Führmann). In particular, thunkable morphisms can be discarded (giving an instance of
v) if their results are not used, and duplicates can be merged. Moreover, any two thunkable
computations can be commuted without changing the behaviour of a computation.

Our maps between call-by-value and call-by-name do indeed form Galois connections when
the model is thunkable:

Theorem 6 Suppose a thunkable model of CBPV. For every source-language type g we have:

*qg ◦kg v id* ÈgÉn id*�ÈgÉv v kg ◦*qg J

(We prove this for source-language types including products, coproducts and function types.)
Our example models are thunkable, and we therefore have Galois connections in those cases.

4 The reasoning principle
We now use the Galois connections de�ned in the previous section to relate the call-by-value
and call-by-name translations, and arrive at our main reasoning principle.

Recall that we compose the call-by-name translation of each expression 4 with the maps Φ
and Ψ, to arrive at a CBPV computation of the same type as the call-by-value translation:

LΓMv −→ LΓMn
L4 Mn
−−−→ Lg Mn −→ FLg Mv

We �rst de�ne this composition precisely. The arrow on the right is just given by applying Ψg .
The arrow on the left is a substitution Φ̂Γ from terms in call-by-name contexts LΓMn to terms in
call-by-value contexts LΓMv. We de�ne Φ̂Γ for Γ = G1 : g1, . . . G= : g= as

Φ̂Γ B G1 ↦→ thunk
(
Φ̂g1G1

)
, . . . , G= ↦→ thunk

(
Φ̂g=G=

)
If Γ ` 4 : g then LΓMv ` Ψg

(
L4 Mn [Φ̂Γ]

)
: FLg Mv. This term has the same typing as L4 Mv, and the

statement we wish to prove is
L4 Mv 4ctx Ψg (L4 Mn [Φ̂Γ])
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Again we reason using the denotational semantics, so we say what this means inside the
model. We interpret the substitution Φ̂Γ as a morphism q̂Γ : ÈΓÉv → ÈΓÉn. The interpretations
of the computations we wish to relate are the two sides of the inequality È4Év v kg ◦ È4Én ◦ q̂Γ ,
so if the model is adequate, this inequality implies the above instance of the contextual preorder.
The inequality can be proved directly using the properties of Galois connections, which allow
us to push composition withkg into the structure of terms.

We therefore arrive at our reasoning principle, which we state formally as Theorem 7.
Given any program relation 4, to show that the call-by-value and call-by-name translations of
source-language expressions are related by 4ctx it is enough to de�ne a model, and then show
that this model is adequate and thunkable.

Theorem 7 (Relationship between call-by-value and call-by-name) Suppose given a pro-
gram relation 4 and a model of CBPV that is both thunkable and adequate with respect to 4.
If Γ ` 4 : g then L4 Mv 4ctx Ψg

(
L4 Mn [Φ̂Γ]

)
. J

(We show this for a source-language including products, coproducts and functions, as well as
�xed points and �nitary nondeterminism.)

The generality of this theorem comes from two sources. First, we consider arbitrary program
relations 4. The only requirement on these is the existence of some adequate model in which
morphisms are thunkable. Second, this theorem applies to terms that are open and have higher
types, using the maps between the two evaluation orders. A corollary is that (if the conditions
of the reasoning principle hold) then for source-language programs 4 , we have L4 Mv 4 L4 Mn.

We now return to our three examples (the bullet points in the introduction). The three
models outlined in Section 2.1 are thunkable, and are adequate with respect to

" 4 "′ i� ∀+ :�. (" ⇓ return+ ) ⇒ ("′ ⇓ return+ )

Hence our reasoning principle applies to each (for the second and third, when the source
language includes �xed points and �nitary nondeterminism respectively). Unpacking the
corollary L4 Mv 4 L4 Mn for programs 4 gives us the three properties in the introduction.

5 Conclusions
We give a general reasoning principle (Theorem 7) that relates the behaviour of terms under call-
by-value and call-by-name. The reasoning principle works for various collections of side-e�ects,
in particular, it enables us to obtain theorems about nontermination and nondeterminism. It is
about open expressions, and allows changes of evaluation order within programs. We obtain
a corollary about call-by-value and call-by-name evaluations of programs. Applying this to
nontermination, we show that if the call-by-value execution terminates with some result then
the call-by-name execution terminates with the same result. For nondeterminism, we show that
all possible results of call-by-value executions are possible results of call-by-name executions.
There may be other collections of side-e�ects we can apply our technique to.

We expect that our technique could be applied to other evaluation orders. Two evaluation
orders can be related by giving translations into some common language (here we use CBPV),
constructing maps between the two translations, and showing that (for some models) these
maps form Galois connections. A major advantage of the technique is that it allows us to
identify axiomatic properties of side-e�ects (thunkable, etc.) that give rise to relationships
between evaluation orders.
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